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eMushaf has been developed to provide the users with the necessary tools to learn the
Arabic language and to improve their Arabic knowledge, particularly the Quranic Arabic.
The software incorporates the English translations of the selected Quranic verses, a
number of predefined reciters, a visual interface with Arabic writing from right to left and
some Arabic transliteration options. The application was developed with the main target
of providing the users with the possibility of learning Arabic, even with the least possible
amount of computer skills. The interface was created to provide the users with all the
necessary information about the specific Arabic alphabets, characters, and words.
eMushaf Features: - Learning the Arabic language - Improving the Arabic language -
Improve Arabic language by reading Quranic verses - Listen Arabic recitation of Quran
verses - Learn Quran by reading its verses - Translate Quran in English - Learn Arabic
from the English to Arabic and from Arabic to English - Enable English to Arabic
translation - eMushaf Additional Features: - eMushaf is compatible with Windows 7,
Windows 8, Windows 10 - eMushaf is compatible with all versions of Arabic fonts -
eMushaf can also support Microsoft Windows XP - eMushaf is compatible with all Arabic
writing standards - eMushaf can also support Arabic writing styles - eMushaf can also
support Arabic handwriting - eMushaf supports any Arabic fonts such as Times New
Roman, Times New Roman Bold, Arial, Arial Bold, Helvetica, Helvetica Bold, Verdana,
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Verdana Bold, Courier New, Courier New Bold, monospace-bold, monospace-bold
condensed - eMushaf supports Arabic writing styles such as Ajami, Nastaleeq, Baghdad,
Sharqi - eMushaf supports Arabic handwriting such as Arabic Calligraphic, Arabic
Handwriting, Arabic Kufi, Arabic Fatha - eMushaf supports Arabic language packs
(Afrikaans, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian,
Italian, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Turkish and Dutch) - eMushaf
supports Arabic Arabic (Egyptian, Gulf, Moroccan, Saudi, Syria) - eMushaf supports
Arabic romanization: - Arabic Romanization - Arabic romanization Fatha - Arabic
romanization Ajami - Arabic r
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Keymacro is an application to capture and copy passwords from sites like Facebook,
Twitter, Google, etc. and automatically copy them to the clipboard. This is a really useful
app for people who often deal with logins for these sites and want to save a lot of time
typing the same username and password. However, it doesn’t need to be used that way,
since it has many other uses as well. Keymacro can capture information from web pages,
including passwords, URLs, forms, titles and contents. By pressing a key combination, it
will capture this information and open the clipboard with it ready to paste. Keymacro is
free and open source. You can modify the source code and change the program settings.
You will be able to download the source code to compile it to your own copy and
customize it to your needs. Keymacro is easy to use and quite intuitive. Besides this, it has
options to change the appearance and behavior. Keymacro works with all web browsers
and needs to be run as administrator in Windows. Keymacro is not a spyware or malware.
It won’t do anything bad to your computer. Features: * Capture information from web
pages * Open the clipboard with the captured information * Supports copy paste for
Facebook, Twitter, Google, etc. * Supports copy paste for email, pdf, text, image, flash *
Supports password capture * Supports copy paste for URL * Supports copy paste for title
* Supports copy paste for contents * Supports copy paste for images * Supports save
settings as a preset * Supports capture as a text file * Supports save screenshots to the
clipboard as PNG/JPEG/TIFF * Supports customize appearance * Supports customize
behavior * Supports download source code * Supports themes * Supports skins * Supports
background images * Supports font * Supports default size * Supports default language *
Supports backup and restore settings * Supports library for download sources * Supports



grab lists * Supports copy/paste preview * Supports clipboard number * Supports option
to pin/unpin context menu item * Supports custom shortcut key * Supports download
source files * Supports installer file * Supports description file * Supports readme *
Supports UTF-8 support * Supports auto-save * Supports automatically start capture
when the application is launched * Supports customize auto-save interval * Supports
option to clear list and mark default folder * Supports add URL 2edc1e01e8
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eMushaf is a freeware software that enables users to read the verses of the Quran in
Arabic and download them to their computer for personal study or copying. It also allows
users to browse the digital library of the most common Quran reciters. It is worth noting
that there is a free trial period of 7 days. After this time, one will be required to purchase
the software for $4.95 to use the features that are available only in the full version. The
application is composed of two main components: the eMushaf viewer and the eMushaf
library. The eMushaf viewer will enable one to preview a given verse of the Quran and its
corresponding translation. It is very easy-to-use and enables one to select the desired
Quranic verse and read its translation or listen to its recitation. The eMushaf library will
allow users to browse the digital library and download the audio and text files of the most
common Quran reciters. Its directory structure will be rather simple and will enable one
to access the different files quickly and efficiently. As noted, the application has a nice
and clear interface. It will allow users to choose a reciter from the available options. The
user interface of the eMushaf viewer will be quite attractive. The texts and translations
will be displayed one after the other and on top of the audio playback, if it was chosen.
The user will also be able to download the related audio and text files to their computer.
eMushaf is a very useful software for those who need to study the Quran and require easy
access to the verses. It offers a wide range of options, so users will be able to search and
select the Quranic verse they wish to read. The eMushaf library will provide one with an
easy directory structure and users will be able to find the preferred files quickly. The
eMushaf viewer offers a basic mode and a more advanced one. The advanced one will
enable users to customize several things, such as the recitation speed and the text size.
However, it won’t be necessary to use the advanced mode, if one will simply access the
basic one. The eMushaf viewer offers a clear and easy-to-understand interface and will
enable the user to preview the verses. eMushaf Features: Read Quran Verses in Arabic
Select between different reciters Download the audio and text files of the reciters to your
computer
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What's New In EMushaf?

Emushaf is an electronic reader of the Quran, the word of God, that enables you to listen
to or view the Quran online for free, and to study the holy book of Islam in several
languages. Emushaf offers a digital Quran available on any computer or mobile device.
This Quran is created by scholars and Muslim religious leaders for Muslims. Emushaf is a
free Quran reader. • User-friendly Quran Interface Read Quran in English, French,
German, Spanish, Portuguese and many more languages. • Learn Quran Emushaf makes
learning Quran easy. You can select the verses and hear the Suras in the Arabic language.
• Download The Quran reader app is free, and can be downloaded for iPhone, iPad,
Android and Kindle devices. Features: • One-tap Quran Reading Listen or read the Quran
in the background. • Quran Viewer It’s the best and safest way to study and read Quran. •
Quran Viewer with Audio Listen to Quran read by the professional Quran reciters. •
Quran in Different Languages Listen to Quran in English, French, German, Spanish,
Arabic, and many more languages. • Contains the Best Quran Translations The best and
most accurate translations of the Quran available in our free Quran app. • Offline Mode
Enjoy the Quran on your device even when there is no Internet connection. • Bilingual
Mode Bilingual Quran viewer enables you to read and listen in English and Arabic
simultaneously. • Fast Viewing The faster Quran app allows you to read the Quran faster
and more efficiently. • Share Quran Share your favorite Quran verses with your friends
and family. • Audio Player Listen to the Quran in Arabic language. • Profane mode With
Profane mode on, you can listen to the Quran in a profane mode and read the sacred text
without any fear. • Quran Tiles Listen to the Quran in Tiles format, with a cool tile view of
the Quran. • Quran in Quran Verses Listen to Quran in a Verse format. • Quran Voice
Listen to Quran in a voice with a male and female voice. • Translation Mode The interface
is the best mode for your translation studies. • Quran Collections Create your own Quran
Collection to enjoy and read the Quran even more. • History History feature is available to
allow you to listen to and read the Quran more easily. • Find in Quran Find in Quran
allows you to quickly go to the Quran verse you are looking for. • Translators Mode You
can translate the Quran with our translators and share it with your friends. • Multilingual
Mode Listen to Quran in different languages at once. • Intro Page An introduction page
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for all kinds of Quran book users. • Audio Player Listen to Quran in Arabic language and
English



System Requirements For EMushaf:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3, Windows 7 SP1 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @
1.8 GHz, AMD Athlon 64 x2 @ 2.0 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM (XP) or 4 GB RAM (7) Hard
Drive: 250 MB available space Recommended: Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4 GHz,
AMD Athlon 64 x2
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